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CHAPTER I
IITTRODUCTIOIT
The present war’s greatest influence upon adolescence
has not been the creation of new problems but primarily the
intensification of problems already existing. Normally, ad-
olescence more than any other age group is characterized by
a multiplicity of conflicts—conflicts resulting from at-
tempts to move from childhood toward self-reliant adulthood.
During this period unresolved infantile conflicts return and
are relived in some form or another (conflicts which have
remained relatively repressed during the latency period) and
new conflicts appear. Thus normal adolescence is a rather
traumatic experience. When external pressures Increase, the
inner conflicts tend to become accentuated. Consequently,
Increased tensions resulting from the present war emergency
have proven in many Instances the precipitating factor in-
fluencing many adolescents to resort to anti-social behavior.
Some of the most outstanding aggravating factors have been the
Increase in the number of broken homes due to fathers and
brothers being in the Armed Services and mothers working, in-
crease in employment of children, sharp increases in family
incomes, general wartime tensions, crowded housing conditions
in defense areas, concentration of large numbers of servicemen
1

2In small areas, removal from civilian life of many community
leaders and so on*
Uatlon-wlde statistics reveal that certain types of ju-
venile offenses have increased sharply since the entrance of
the United States into the War* In 1942, according to J.
Edgar Hoover, Director of FBI, "seventeen per cent more boys
under twenty-one were arrested for assault than in the year
before, 26 per cent more for disorderly conduct, 30 per cent
more for drunkenness, 10 per cent more for rape. . .For girls
• • *39 per cent more for drunkenness, 64 per cent more for
prostitution, 69 per cent more for disorderly conduct, 124
per cent more for vagrancy." ^ The following year, delinquen-
cy rates continued to rise. "In the first six months of 1943
arrests of young people under 18 increased 13 per cent, as
compared with the same period of 1942. . .arrests of young
women under 21 for offenses against common decency increased
2
19 per cent." A survey conducted by the National Probation
Association during the early part of 1943 resulting in the
securing of comparable statistics from 163 representative
largely populated areas (usually counties) revealed that "in
1941 to 1942 boys* oases in all courts increased 4326 or 5.2
1. John Edgar Hoover, "Youth—Running Wild,
"
This Week-reprint
page 2.
2. John Edgar Hoover, "Americans of Tomorrow, "Speech delivered
over CBS network at 5.30 on Oct. 12,1943, reprint page 2.

Aper cent, while girls' cases increased 4787 or 23,4 per cent."
1
A similar survey conducted by the U. S. Children' s Bureau of
26 Juvenile courts revealed an Increase of delinquency of 50
per cent among white girls from 1940 to 1942 and an increase
of 26 per cent among negro girls for the same period. Increase
among white boys was 35 per cent and among negro boys, 11 per
cent. The 26 juvenile courts were mainly concerned in 1942
with the behavior problems of sex offenses and ungovernable
2
behavior for girls and offenses against property for boys.
Despite the many limitations of attempting to measure the de-
linquency problem statistically, such statistics show clearly
certain delinquency trends among youth. Causative factors
influencing such increases vary with locality.
Purpose
This research project endeavors to show trends in the
existing problem of delinquency among adolescent girls in
Providence, Rhode Island, by a statistical comparison of girls
placed on probation during the two years following the en-
trance and the two years preceding the entrance of the United
States into the World War II, December 8,1941; by surveying
various community resources for dealing with problems of the
1. Charles L. Chute, "Juvenile Delinquency in Wartime,"
Probation, June-1943j, p.7.
2. Elsa Casteralyek and Sophia Robinson, "Juvenile Delinquency
Among Girls," Social Service Review , 17:253, September, 1943®
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adolescent girl and showing how such facilities can help
meet the increased tensions of adolescence which have resulted
from the present war emergency; hy securing opinions of vari"
ous community leaders as to possible future steps for reducing:
the delinquency rate among girls* This study confines Itself
to the study of the adolescent delinquent girl with residence
at the time of committing a delinquency offense within the
geographical boundaries of the city of Providence*
Sources of Material
Statistical material for this thesis has
been obtained from the files of the Rhode Island Division of
Probation, Parole and Criminal Statistics. This division is
under the direction of the state welfare department and su»-
pervlses all persons placed on probation by the courts as
well as those paroled, from correctional and penal institu«
tlons. It gathers all criminal statistics and makes them
available to the various officers of the state. Complete
records of all oases coming before the sixteen district
courts of the states have been kept by this bureau since its
Inauguration in 1935. Material for this project Includes
cases of juvenile girl offenders who have come before the
6th juvenile court. No final disposition is made of a juve-
nile case at the time of the first appearance in the court*
Unless the circumstances surrounding an offense seem very
serious, the child is released to his parents until the court
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hearing and not held in custody. The case is then referred
to the probation counselor who makes a complete study after
which the entire situation is discussed with the court. A
hearing is then arranged and ”if the case presents no extenu-
ating circumstances," the case is ordered continued for one
month by the court and the child is released in the custody
of the probation counselor. The child is then subject to the
treatment plans prepared by the counselor and is required to
visit the counselor weekly, and upon the termination of this
trial period, the counselor reports to the court and makes
recommendations as to the final disposition of the case. The
sixth district court has separate probation officers for juve-
nile boy probationers but the probation counselor for girls
also serves the adult women probationers.
Providence does not have a separate juvenile court but
the juvenile offenders appear before juvenile court sessions
which are associated with the Sixth Juvenile Adult Court.
The judge of the juvenile court is also the judge of the juve*^
nile court sessions. For the last ten years, from time to
time, bills have been introduced in the State Legislature
recommending the establishment of a children* s court. During
the present session, the Broomhead^Shunney bill was intro-
duced and was passed April 7, 1944. The bill provides for a
state-wide juvenile court. The court will have jurisdiction
over all cases involving children under 18 years of age who

are wayward, dependent, delingnent, mentally defective or
mentally disordered. There will be a full time judge and an
assistant judge. Along with the court there will be an intake
department which will receive applications and complaints and
will make investigations before the court hearing. Every city
and town will be required to maintain a detention place "not
directly connected" with the local jail where children can be
temporarily detained if necessary before the formal court
hearing. Hearings will be without a jury and without the
strict court room procedure. This law will become effective
July 1.
Definitions :^
The meaning of the term "delinquent"is subject to
the interpretation of a judge and legislative body of a par-^
ticular state. A delinquent in one state might not be con-
sidered a delinquent in another state, although the offense
might be the same. (Rhode Island's legal definition of the
term "delinquent" is found in its State laws.) The following
definitions from the laws of several states show the varying
interpretations.
The word "delinquent child " shall mean a child —
<
a. who violates any law of the State or any ordinance
or regulation of any subdivision thereof, or
b. who is habitually disobedient or beyond the control
of his parents or other lawful authority, or
c. who so deports himself as to injure or endanger the
morals,health or general welfare of himself or otherji
—Pennsylvania (general Assembly of ’33-Act Ho. 312<,
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The word "Delinquent child" shall mean any child under
the age of eighteen who has violated any law of the
State or any county, city, town or village ordinance;
or who hy reason of being wayward or habitually dis-
obedient is uncontrolled by his parent, guardian, or
custodian; or who is habitually truant from school or
home; or who habitually so deports himself as to injure
or endanger the morals or health of himself or others.
--•Wisconsin-* 33, State Board of Wisconsin, 1934, p. 571.
--Report of White House Conference
,
The Delinquent Child
,
p.23.
Here a distinction is made between "wayward" and "delin-
quent" child as is revealed by the following law:
The term "delinquent" for the purpose of this chapter
shall mean and include any child under sixteen years of
age who has violated any city or town ordinance, or has
committed an offense against the laws of the state,unless
such offense be murder or manslaughter.
The term "wayward"for the purposes of this chapter shall
mean and Include any child under eighteen years of age
who has deserted his home without good or sufficient
cause; or who habitually associates with dissolute, vi-
cious or Immoral persons; or who is growing up in circum-
stances exposing him to lead an Immoral , vicious or criii>-
inal life; or who is habitually disobedient to the rea-
sonable and lawful commands of his parent or parents
,
guardian or lawful custodian; or who being required under
chapter seventy-six of the general laws to attend school
wilfully and habitually absents himself therefrom or who
persistently violates the rules and regulations of the
school which he attends, or otherwise persistently mis-
behaves therein, so as to render himself a fit subject
for exclusion therefrom. 1
In this research project, the writer is interpreting "de-
linquency" as including the group of young people under 18
1. Rhode Island General Law ,1923, (ch.40,c.,as amended)
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8years of age who commit offenses against the law or ordl«
nances of the state, county, or city*
Justine Poller, judge of chlldren*s court, H.Y.C.
,
com-
mented on the community categorical distinctions between neg-
lect and delinquency as follows:
As one sits in the Children’s Court day after day seeing
children, reading their histories, talking to their par-
ents, studying their problems, it often seems as though
the chief difference between the neglected and the de-
linquent group lies in whether a sympathetic parent,
guardian, teacher, or social agency seeks help for the
child or whether a less sympathetic parent, guardian,
teacher, social agency or police officer, m^es a com-
plaint against the child, 1
Limitations
In the Initial planning of this project, the writer
had intended to use statistical material from all social agen-
cies dealing with delinquent girls in an attempt to view the
extent of delinquency among girls at the present time in Prov-
idence. The gathering of such data proved impossible as many
agencies do not have a separate classification for "delinquent
other than a more general classification, "behavior problem."
Thus the student resorted only to the cases of girls placed
on probation by the courts which does not reveal the entire
picture of girl delinquents but reveals various trends in
this problem.
Providence has various community resources for coping
with problems for adolescence—schools, social case work
1. Justine Wise Poller, Everyone's Children, Fobo dy ' s Child,
p.46.
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agencies, group work agencies, churches, various community
recreational facilities and so on. Information concerning
these resources was obtained from the Providence Council of
Social Agencies with added material from the specific agen-
oleStt
Attitudes regarding community feeling concerning this
problem of girl delinquency were obtained through personal
Interviews with various community leaders and newspaper
reports concerning opinions of leaders as to the problem*
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CHAPTER II
STATISTICAL SURVEY OP ADOLESCENT GIRL PROBATIONERS
IN PROVIDENCE BETWEEN DEC. 9, 1939 and DEC. 9, 1941 AND
DEC. 9, 1941 and DEC. 9, 1943
Attempts to measure the problem of Juvenile delinquency
present various problems. A study of the apprehended delin-
quent is not necessarily an accurate measuring rod of the
delinquency problem as a whole in a community. The number
of children coming before the courts is somewhat determined
by attitudes of the police department, community feeling with
respect to various problems, and the resources of schools,
private and social agencies for dealing with behavior problems
of children to keep them from the courts. Despite various
limitations, statistics can prove helpful in revealing trends
in the problem of Juvenile delinquency.
Delinquency or "waywardness" among adolescent girls has
risen significantly in Providence since the entrance of the
United States into the war as indicated by the Increasing
number of adolescent girls placed on probation by the Juvenile
court. Between December 8, 1939 and December 8,1940, thirty-
eight girls were placed on probation as compared with fifty-
nine during the period from December 8, 1941 to December 8,194Ji
This indicates an Increase of 37.4 per cent in the two year
period following the beginning of the war.
10

Sources of Referral:
The ninety cases studied for this project were
referred to the court by various sources. The greatest per-
centage of the cases were referred by parents. However, in
many situations, the parent signed the petition at the ad-
vice of the police, school, social agency or so on. The
number of children who would have been voluntarily brought
to the attention of the' court by parents cannot be ascertain-
ed. Table I shows sources of referrals to the court.
TABLE I
SOURCES OP REFERRAL OF GIRLS PLACED OIT PROSATI Oil
Sources of Referral
Between I)ec.8,l9S9
and Deo. 8,1941
Between Dec. 8 ',41
and Dec. 8, 1943
Police Department 2 2
Relatives:
Mother 12 24
Father 3 10
Sister 2 1
Grandmother 2 0
Grand Aunt 2 ' 2
Foster Mother 2 2
School 5 10
S.P.C.C. 9 6
State Home and School
Total
2
In the period before the war 32.4 per cent of the re-
ferrals were made by the mother, as compared with 40.7 per
cent during the period following the beginning of the war.
There was a sharp increase in referrals made by fathers, from
8.1 per cent before the war to 16.9 per cent following the
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war • There was also a noticeable increase in referrals by
the school department, from 13.5 per cent to 16.9 per cent.
S.P.G.C. referrals were fewer, dropping from 24.3 per cent
to 10.2 per cent. Such a decrease might have been dne to
parents' increased readiness to sign the petition to have
the child taken into court.
Offenses :-
Most of the actual offenses for which the ninety-
six girls were brought into court do not necessarily reveal
the actual nature of the problem situation. The labelled
offense is merely symptomatic of underlying conflicts and
confusion in the life of the legally termed "delinquent" or
"wayward" child. All but one of the girls coming before the
juvenile court and placed on probation were classified as
"wayward". The "delinquent" offender was a fourteen and a
half year old girl who had stolen a watch from a barber shop
thus she was charged with larceny. This particular girl
could not read or write, had a speech defect and when later
tested, was found to have an intelligence quotient of 56.
Table II shows the labelled offenses of the ninety-six girls
studied. During the two years preceding the war, 48.6 per
cent of the cases were judged "habitually disobedient to
the lawful commands of parents or guardians" as compared
with 66.1 per cent during the two years following the war.
There was a slight increase in truancy charges, from 13.5
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per cent to 16.9 per cent. There was an Increase in charges
of "growing up tinder conditions exposing him to a moral,
vicious or criminal life," from 2.7 per cent to 8.6 per cent,
a decrease in charge of running away, from 18.9 per cent to
3.4 per cent. One person during the period before the war
was charged with "waywardness-carnal knowledge," a decrease
in those classified merely as "wayward" from 13.5 per cent
to 1.7 per cent. One person after the war was classified
as "Wayward-habitual delinquent."
TABLE II
OEFEHSES 0? THE MITETY-SIX GIHLS STUDIED
Uo.Dec .6,1939 Per lTo.Dec.8,1941 Per
Offense to Dec .8,1941 Cent to Dec. 8,1943 Cent
Delinquent 0 1 1.7
Wayward:
Habitually
‘ Disobedient 18 48.6 39 66.1
Truancy
Growing up under
Immoral Circum-
5 13.5 10 16.9
stances 1 2.7 5 8.6
Running Away 7 18.9 2 3.4
Carnal Knowledge
Habitual Delinquent
1 2.7
1 1.7
Ho specific classi-
fication 5 13.5 1 1.7
Totals 37 99.9 59 100.1
Other than the actual offense classification
,
the
writer secured from the records additional information con-
cerning objectionable conduct of some of the delinquents.
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As some of the records contained a fuller description of the
girl's conduct than others. Table II does not show the en-
.tlre picture. There were 21.3 per cent of the girls reported;
as keeping late hours during the period preceding the war, '
as compared with 27 per cent after the war. In the first
|
period, 18.9 per cent were reported keeping frequent com-
;
pany with sailors and soldiers as compared with 28.9 per
|
cent after the war. Before the war, 18.9 per cent were
reported as having sex relations as compared with 10.9 per
cent after the war.
TABLE III
OBJECTIONABLE CONDUCT OP CIHLS
Habit
Number December 8,1939
and December 8, 1941
Number
,
De c . 8
',
41
and Dec. 8, 1942
Away from home
overnights without
permission
Undesirable associates
Prequent company with
3
7
10
8
sailors and soldiers
Prequenting cafes
Late hours
Drinking beer
7
3
8
0
17
8
16
4
stronger
alcoholic beverages
Sexual relations
Stealing
Truanting (other than
those definitely
charged with truancy)
2
7
2
5
5
10
8
7
Totals 44 93
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Map I shows the residences of the probationers according
to census tracts. In the first group of offenders, eight or
21.6 per cent lived in census tract number 18 which is located
in the down-town district of Providence. In the group of
offenders brought before the court after the outbreak of the
war, only one person or 1.7 per cent came from this census
tract; however, there was an increase in number of offenders
coming from some of the other down- town census tracts. There
was only one offender living in census tract 3 before the war
as compared with four after the outbreak of the war; only one
in census tract no. 4 before the war as compared with two
afterwards; two in the first group in census tract no. 6 as
compared with 3 in the second group. Other than in the down-
town area, there was an. increase in the number of offenders
living in census tract i2, four or 10.8 per cent before the
outbreak of the war and seven or 12.5 per cent afterwards.
Ho definite conclusions can be dmwn for the distribution
of residences of the offenders.
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As Table III Is not complete, no conclusions can be drawn
from it.
Agei-
The average ages of the offenders during the
two periods are nearly the same. In the first period, the
average age is fifteen and sixty-five hundredths years,
(15.65 years) and for the second period 15.44 years ,al though
16.9 per cent were between 12 and 13 years during the period
after the war as compared with 8.1 per cent during the
period before the war. A higher percentage, 40.5 per cent
were between 16 and 18 .years of age before the war as com-
pared with 39.9 per cent after the war started. More and
more children of the lower age group are coning to the
attention of the probation department. As the age of the
i
offender becomes lower, more important will be the strength
of the initial relationship between the child and the court.
Much of the offender’s future attitude toward the law and
the law enforcing function of government will depend upon
this beginning relationship between the court as authority
and the child as offender. The fact that a larger number
of younger children are coming before the courts does not
necessarily indicate that younger children are beginning to
commit delinquent offenses, but may only indicate that chil-
dren are coming more and more into the courts before they get
into serious difficulty. Table IV shows the age groupings
of the offenders.
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TABLE IV
AGE GROUPINGS OR OPFERDERS
i^Tunber Riimber
AGE Between Dec. 8, 1939 Between Dec. 8, 1941
And Dec .8,1941 And Dec. 8, 1943
Prom 12 to 13 years 1 2
n 13 to 14 n 2 8
n 14 to 15 n 8 10
n 15 to 16 n 11 22
n 16 to 17 n 7 6
n 17 to 18 n 8 11
To tal
s
An offender cannot be understood apart from her social
situation#
in a social situation always,
the field of operation of
by their past social experi-
make-up, and by the immediate
The young offender, like any other individual is a
product of all that has happened to her—-contacts large and
small have each left some sort of Imprint upon a person, eithei
constructive or otherwise. In considering various social
factors affecting the lives of the young offenders, most im-
portant of all is the home situation which had the initial
influences upon the offenders and has continued to influence
dally the lives of the adolescents. In both periods studied
in this project, less than 50 per cent of the parents were
1.Walter Reckless and Mapheus Smith , Juvenile Delinquency , b11 7,
Delinquent behavior occurs
a social situation that is
persons who are Influenced
ences, by their biological
situation Itself. ^
Marital Status of Parents:-
4
aliving together* Table Y shows that parents of 48.6 per cent
of the young probationers were living together before the war
as compared with the parents of 45.7 per cent during the
period immediately after the outbreak of the war. There was
a significant rise in the number of broken homes due to sepa-
ration and divorce of parents. Before the war, 18.9 per cent
of the parents were separated and 2.6 per cent were divorced;
after the war started, '22 per cent were separated and 11.8
were divorced. Thus making 21.5 per cent of living parents
living apart during the first period as compared with 33.0 pei
cent during the second period studied. Before the war, 5.4
per cent of the mothers of the offenders were dead, 13.5 per
cent of the fathers were dead and in 10.8 per cent of cases
both parents were dead. The absence of the child’s parents
in the home may have varying effects upon the child*
TABLE V
MARITAL STATUS OP OPPEIffiBR^S PARENTS
Status No.Between Dec. 8, 1939No. Between Dec.8'41
And Dec. 8, 1941 And Dec. 8, 1943
Living together 18 27
Separated 7 13
Divorced 1 7
Mother dead 2 3
Father dead 5 6
Both parents dead 4 3
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The age at which a parent dies often determines the
part of the effect of the death upon the child. A yonng
child may not be able to understand the meaning of death and
may feel that death means rejection of the dead parent and
the child may begin to feel that he is responsible for the
parent's remoyal from the home and may thus experience strong
feelings of guilt. These feelings if not resolved later can
affect his attitude toward persons of the same sex as the
parent who has died. A child who is bom after the father
dies may have added difficulty in his sexual adjustments.
To the older child, the absence of a parent in the home may
mean lessened supervision, improper attitudes toward normal
marital relationships and so on. Due to the absence of one
or both parents in the home, many of the young offenders
studied had not experienced life in a normal home set-up.
Court Records of Parents and Offenders t-
Comlng into conflict with the courts was not a new ex-
perience for many of the families of the young offenders.
In the first group studied, eight parents had a court record
affecting six different homes, thus 16.2 per cent of the fam-
ilies were affected. In the second period, there were
thirteen parents with court records with twelve different
families being affected or 20.3 per cent of the entire
group in this period. Table 71 shows the number of parents
with criminal records according to sex.
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TABLE YI
COURT RECORD OP PARENTS
Parent
Between
and
bee. 8,
Dec. 8,
—
1941
Between Dec.8,194i
and Dec. 8, 19 43
1
Father only 2
Mother only 2 3 '
Both parents 2 1
:
Totals
1
Further inadequacies of the home situation are revealed
by Table YII which indicates court records of siblings of
the probationers studied. There was a larger number of court
records of siblings than of parents. Ten families of pro-
bationers of the first period studied included children with
court records ; twelve families of probationers included
siblings with court records.
TABLE YII
COURT RECORDS OF SIBLINGS
Number of
Siblings with
Court Record
Number between
December 8,1939
and Dec
.8, 1941
Number between
December 8,1941
and Dec. 8,1943
One Sibling 5 12
Two Siblings 1 6
Three Siblings 3 2
Pour Siblings 1
_2
Total Families 10 22
-r-f
21
Birthplaces of Parents and Offenders
All of the cases of delinquents studied whose
birthplaces were given were born in the United States. In
the first period studied, 89.2 per cent of the probationers
were bom in Providence, while in the second period, 74. 4
per cent were bom in Providence. Such large percentages
tend to reveal that the majority of probationers have lived
most of their lives in Providence, have been exposed to the
school system of Providence, probably know of recreational
facilities in the community, and so on. Ten or 27.0 per cent
of the fathers of probationers during the period before the
war started, were bom outside the United States; during the
second period, twenty-six or 36.2 per cent were bom outside
the United States. Twelve or 32.4 per cent of the mothers
of the first period were bom outside the United States, as
compared with twenty or 33.7 per cent during the second
period. Table YII shows the birthplaces of the offenders
as well as of the parents.
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TABLE yill
BIRTHPLACES 0? PARENTS AHD OEPEHDERS
I*irst Period
Place Father Mother Offender Father
Second
Mo the
Period
r Offender
United States
Providence ,R.I< 7 5 30 10 23 44
Rhode Island 2 4 0 8 6 7
(outside Prov-
idence)
Other H.E.
States 5 7 2 14 9 7
Other sections 10 7 5 3 2 0
of United
States
Azores 1 1 0 2 2 0
Canada 2 2 0 1 8 0
Cape Yerde Is. 1 2 0 0 0 0
China 0 0 0 1 1 0
England 0 1 0 1 0 0
Ireland 0 0 0 2 2 0
Italy 4 4 0 9 6 0
Ho rway 0 0 0 1 0 0
Portugal 0 0 0 2 0 0
Russia 1 1 0 0 0 0
Scotland 0 0 0 0 0 0
Virgin Islands 1 1 0 0 0 0
Hot given 3 2 0 5 1 1
Totals yr m
Cultural conflicts resulting from foreign-born parents
and American bom children have long played an important part
in behavior problems of the child of the immigrant. The great-
est percentage of offenders of foreign-bom parents are
Italians. However, this factor does not seem very significant
when the Italian foreign bom population in Providence is
considered. According to the 1940 Census, the Italian foreign
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born population was 33.2 per cent of the total white
1
bom population.
fo reign
Size of Families
Families of the probationers studied were rather large.
For the two years preceding the war, the average family con-
tained 5.12 children as compared with the average of 6.45
for the two years immediately following the war. Table IX
shows the number of children in the families of the offend-
ers.
TABLE IX
MTTfflEB OF CHILBHEir ITT FATTILIES OF OFFETTDERS
Period before Period Following U.S.
Humber the T7ar Entrance into War
1 2 2
2 4 4
3 5 6
4 4 6
6 7 9
6 3 4
7 5 9
8 6 8
9 0 2
10 0 4
11 0 2
12 1 4
1. Source: TJ.S. Bureau of the Census .Population and Housing,
1940. p. 11.
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Table Z Indicates the position of the probationer with
respect in age to his siblings. The number of probationers
in the "in-between” group with respect to siblings increased
greatly. In the first period, 59.2 per cent were in this
group as compared with 71.2 per cent.
TABLE X
POSITION IB AGE OF OFPEBDER WITH RESPECT TO SIBLIBGS
Position
Bo. Offenders
Before the War
Bo. offenders After
the War Started
Bo siblings 3 2
Youngest 3 6
In-Between 22 42
Oldest 9 9
The average of rooms per person was smaller during the
period Just following the beginning of the war than before
the war. There was an increase from .84 persons per room
to .92 persons per room. Such crowded housing conditions
relate directly to the economic status of the families and
prove an important factor in delinquency.
Beighborhood ;
-
In many of the oases studied, the type of neighboij|-
hood of the offender was described as being poor, good, or
fair. Housekeeping standards and furnishings were also
described in general terms in many situations. Table XI
indicates the type of neighborhood of the cases reported.
As will be seen, comparatively few offenders came from "good”
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neighborhoods with the majority coming from "fair” and "poor
neighborhoods,
TABLE XI
HEIGHBOHHOODS OP OPPEHDERS
Between Dec. 8, 1939 Between Dec. 8,1941
Neighborhood and Dec. 8, 1941 and Dec. 8 ,1943
Poor 11 14
Pair 4 18
Good 8 8
Physical Home Conditions
Table XII shows the general conditions of the
physical household of the case whose home conditions were
given. No significant conclusions can be drawn from the table,
TABLE XII
PHYSICAL EOm CONDITIONS OP OPPENDEHS
Betwe en Dec. 8, 1939 Between Dec. 8,1941
Condition and Dec. 8 ,1941 and Dec. 8,1943
Excellent
Standards 0 2
fhousekeeping)
Fair standards 10 7
Poor Standards: 7 8
Purnl shlngs
:
Well furnished 12 10
Comfortably
furnished 7 7
Fairly furnished 1 8
Poorly furnished 9 11
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Home TralPlng
Many of the records studied also included the type
of home training of offenders* Table ZIII shows that of the
first period studied, the type of home training was given in
81*1 per cent of the cases as compared to 96.6 per cent of
the oases of the second group* «
TABLE ZIII
HOME THAIHIHO OF OFFEHDEHS
Type of
Home Training
Offenders
Between Dec*8,1939
and Dec*8,1941
Offenders
Between Dec*8,1941
and Bee. 8,1943
Good 2 9
Fair 2 0
Lax 5 23
Poor 12 8
Indifferent 0 1
Careless 0 1
Overly-strict 9 6
Lacking 0 4
Hot given
_7
_J_
To tals 37 59
Of the first group, 5*1 per cent were said to have re-
ceived good home training as compared with 15*2 per cent
during the second period* 13*5 per cent had home training
that was considered "lax" in the first group as compared with
39*1 per cent in the second group* In the first group, 32*0
per cent had "poor” home training as compared with 13*5 per
cent in the second group* Most of the group classified as
coming from homes which were overly-strict were children of
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foreign parents in which conflicts of cultural patterns played
a part. The table clearly revealed that proper home train-
ing was lacking in the large majority of offenders studied.
Such failure in the home is probably the fundamental reason
for offenders resorting to anti-social behavior.
Intelligence
The mental development of the child often bears an
important relationship to the child's conduct.
In any psychopathological study of the offender,
the error must be avoided of seeing the cause of
the criminal act entirely in the constitutional
makeup of the individual* That such is not the
case does not require much proof. The criminal
act, in every instance, is the resultant of the
interaction between a particularly constituted
personality and a particular environment. ^
Low intelligence of many of the offenders studied, along
with poor environmental conditions proved important determining
factors in the delinquencies. The probationers are not
routinely tested to discover their "intelligence quotients ",
unless there is some question of the child being normal men-
tally. Nineteen or 51.3 per cent of the first group were
tested, and twenty-six or 44.0 per cent of the second group.
Of those tested in the first group, 88.0 per cent had "I.Q.'s"
below 100, and 72.8 per cent had "I.Q.'s" below 90. In the
second group, there was one person with an "I.Q." of over 110,
but 96.2 of those tested had "I.Q.'s" below 90. The majority
T~, TTilliam I. Thomas and Bernard Slueck,First Annual Heport
of the Psychiatric Clinic, Sing Sing Prison, p.l2.
“Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor Glueck, One Thousand Juvenile
Delinquents
,
p.283.
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of the group not tested appeared to the probationer counselors
as having normal intelligence as is indicated in Table 7IT«
TABLE IIT
" lETELLIGEUCE " OF OFFENDERS
Offenders
Mentality Between Dec. 8,1939
And Deo. 8,1941
Offenders
Between Dec. 8, 1941
And Dec. 8, 1943
"I.Q.^According
to Tests
40 to 49 1
50 to 59 1 1
60 to 69 5 8
70 to 79 2 6
80 to 89 6 5
90 - 100 3 4
100 - 110 2 0
no - lEO 0 1
To tals W
Opinions of Counselor
Dull Average 3 3
Normal 7 24
Intelligent 4 3
Not (riven 4 3
In the cases not tested by a psychologist there were 48.6
per cent of the first group and 55.9 per cent of the second
group. Of the offenders before the war started only four or
10.8 per cent of the total number in this group were considered
as being above average as compared with three or 5.8 per cent
in the second group. In the first group, 19 per cent were
judged normal (with exception of tested) and twenty-four or
40.7 per cent in the second group (with exception of the testedll
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School Progress ?"
Much of the offenders* retardation in school is to be
attributed to the lack of normal mental ability. Table XT
shows the academic progress of the offenders reported, lone
of the group studied were ahead in school according to grade*
TABLE XT
ACADEMIC PROGRESS OP OPPEIDERS
Offenders Offenders
Dec. 8, 193^-1)60 .8, 1941 Dec.8,l&41"I)ec.8,1943
Academic In School-Out of School-In School-Out of School
Progress fProg.at time
of leaving)
(Prog. at time
of leaving)
Ahead 0 0 0 0
Proper Grade 3 2 10 1
Retarded:
1 year 6 1 8 3
2 years 9 5 14 7
3 years 2 4 4 3
4 years 1 1 0 0
Ungraded 2 0 0 0
Special 1 0 1 0
lot Reported 0 0 0 8
Closely related to academic progress is the problem of
truancy* A child who cannot meet the academic demands of the
classroom may resort to recognition outside the school.Equally
true is the fact that a child who truants is often retarded
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beoanse ho is nnable to keep up with the class progress be«
cause of poor attendance. Table XTI shows the attendance of
the offenders whose general attendance status is included in
their records.
TABLE X71
SCHOOL ATTEHDANCE OP OPPEBDERS
O^yenders Between Offende^
Attendance Bee. 8, 193^ and l)ec.8,1941 : Dec.8 * 41 to Dec. 8^45
Satisfactory 4 7
Occasional Truant 0 2
Prequent Truant
Employed -Hot
8 22
Attending School
Out of School-
5 1
Not Employed 7
Attendance Not Reported 20 10
Total 59
Religion ;-
Most of the offenders studied were affiliated with
churches. A rather high percentage of the delinquents were
said to have attended services regularly. The part that re-
ligion played in the lives of the offenders cannot be ascer-
tained nor whether church attendance by the offenders was
motivated by active interest or mere habitual attending.
Table XYII shows the distribution of religious faith among
the offenders.
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TABLE ZTII
HELIGIONS OF OPFEBDERS STUDIED
Religion
Dec*8,
Offenders
1935' to Dec. 8,1941
Offenders
Dec.8,1941 to Dec. 8, 1943
Attendance
IIever»*Seldom-Regularly
Attendance
Never^SeldoiJ>-Regularly
Catholic 1 8 8 8 15 19
Protestant 2 9 0 3 7 4
Belong to
No church 3 3
Not Reported 6 0
Reoreatlonal Interests :^
Recreational interests of some of the offenders were
reported* Fourteen or 38*1 per cent of the offenders in the
first group were reported as having no special Interests.
Only one person of the offenders studied was reported as over
having participated in an organized social group. Twenty or
34 per cent in the second group were reported as having no
special Interests. Table X7III clearly shows the absence of
organized recreation in the lives of the offenders. Organized
activities based on the expressed interests of adolescents
should be made available in areas where group work activities
are still lacking*
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TABLE XYIII
RECREATIONAL INTERESTS OP OPPENDERS
Interest Offenders Offenders
Dec*8,1959 to 3)0o*8,1941 Dec. 8,1941 to t)ec«8,1943
Auto Riding 1 0
Dancing 3 13
Movies 10 16
Reading 3 B
Swimming 1 0
Ont-of-door sports 1 2
Roller Skating 3 9
Bowling 0 4
Bicycling 0 4
Sewing 0 0
Music 0 1
Sketching 0 1
Cooking 0 1
House Parties 1 0
No special interest
Non-Participant in
14 20
Organized Rec. 16 23
Not reported 11 16
Interested Soolal Agencies :-*
Most of the offenders * families had been known to large
numbers of social agencies# Table IIX shows a list of the
several agencies most often knowing the families of the girl
dellngnents# Porty-eight and six-tenths per cent of the
families in the first group had been known to the Family
Welfare Agency as compared to 59*3 per cent in the second
group. Thirty-three per cent in the first group known to the
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Society for Prevention of Cruelty to CMldren as compared withj
67*6 per cent in the second group. As only oases of abuse and,
neglect are referred to this agency in Providence, Inadequa^ I
cles in the offenders’ home situations are clearly revealed
j
by this large group of families known to this agency. Only 5.6
per cent were known to the Child Guidance Clinic in the first
period; 10.3 per cent in the second period; 7 per cent known
to the Children’s Friend Society in the first period, 17 per
cent in the second period^ 5.7 per cent known to the School
Clinic for Problem Children in the first period as compared
with 18.6 per cent in the second period. More and more child-
ren are coming to the attention of guidance clinics and child
caring agencies. If these delinquent girls could have come to
the attention of psychiatrists or social workers earlier and
their behavior problems studied their delinquency might have
been forestalled*
TABLE XJX
SOME OF THE AGEHCIES HAVING CONTACTS WITH FAMILIES OF OFFENDERS
Agency Offenders
Dec. 8,1939 to Dec. 8,1941
Offenders
Dec. 8,1941 to Deo*8.1943
ier bent Per Cent
Family Welfare 46.6 5^3 ' "
Dept Public Welfare 67.2 71.2
Child Guidance Clinic5.6 10.3
Children’s Friend SocV.O 17
District Nursing 51.0 61.2
City Health Dept. 32.0 47.2
Society for Preven-
tion of Cruelty to
Children 33.0 57.6
School Clinic for •
Children's Problems 5.7 18.6

CHAPTER III
COMMCHITY RESOURCES REIATIRG TO PROBLEMS OP ADOLESCENT GIRLS
Community influences often prove significant in helping
adolescents counteract unhealthy home influences®
"All children have needs beyond that which can be
met by their families. They must be met by the re-
sources of the community® The availability of these
necessary resources for all children have a special sig-
nificance in this war period when family life is subject
to strains €uid dislocations. Strengthening of community
resources is of substantial importance in the prevention
of Juvenile delinquency® If these resources are based
on a local concept of public responsibility many children
may not only be saved from falling into unacceptable con-
duct, but also may be prepared for rich, purposeful and
creative living." ^
The school, the church, the group work agency, the private
and public case work agencies, the police prove influential
factors in the lives of the young people of Providence®
The School
Since most Juvenile delinquents are of school age, they
spend many years in the various classrooms of the schools of
Providence.
"While much good can be accomplished by whatever
qualified agency in a community assumes the leadership
in crime prevention, the public schools can play an
especially significant role. In several respects, Indeed,
the schools are in a particularly strategic position.
1. U. S. Children' s Bureau, Concerning Juvenile Delinquency ,
Pamphlet No. 301, p.5.
34

They have most of the children under their control for
considerable periods of time. They have a natural and
continuing reason for contact with parents. They have an
opportunity for discovering antisocial attitudes and be-
havior early in the life of children. The public school!
have the responsibility of recognizing physical and
mental handicaps of children; determining their dissat-
isfactions with school curricula; unearthing other rea-
sons for maladjustment to the requirements of society;
discovering means for making school work more attractive;
establishing special classes or schools for children
possessing special abilities or disabilities; and gen-
erally counteracting the tendency toward an undiscrlm-
inatlng mass treatment of children." ^
3fi_
"The schools are gradually adopting methods such as
the keeping of cumulative records that improve their
possibilities for understanding each child well. The
schools, on the whole, have beautiful equipment for a
complete program to combat juvenile delinquency. They
have heated, lighted buildings, large and small rooms,
chairs and tables, gymnasiums, cafeterias, art studios,
musical instruments, playgrounds, auditoriums—every-
thing needed in the way of equipment." ^
The school system in Providence is giving increasing
attention to the behavior and personality problems of child-
re^. Since the beginning of the war, three new attendance
officers have been added, thus increasing the staff to twelve
in the home visiting department. This department endeavors to
interpret the home to the school and the school to the home®
Cases of truancy are referred to this department and are
followed up. Only in very special situations where greater
authority seems indicated does this department refer children
!• National Educational Association of the U.S., Social
Services and the Schools, p.3, 1939.
2. Sheldon and Eleanor Olueck, Preventing Crime, p.9.
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to the court. However, since the war there has been a signif-
icant rise in the number of truancy cases referred to the ju-
venile court. Table XX shows the number of cases that have
been referred during the last three years.
TABLE XX
CASES REPERBED TO JUTERILE COURT BY THE SCHOOL DEPARTMERT
Year Girls Boys Total
1940-41 3 14 17
1941-42 2 34 36
1942-43 7 39 46
The school system's use of the court in only very special
situations indicates the effectiveness of the School Attend-
ance Department. The attendance department in dealing with
truancy not only works directly with the child and his home
but seeks the cooperation of places of commercial amusements
as well-theatre managers' cooperation is sought in an attempt
to keep children from movies during school hours, a similar
approach is made to bowling alleys and so on.
Children in the school who present special problems are
referred to the School Clinic for Children's Problems. Cases
may be referred by the principal, parents or social agencies.
The child who continually proves a behavior problem in the
classroom
,
a child who may seem unusually retarded in scho-
lastic progress and so on may be referred. In the clinic.
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the child is studied and recommendations are made. If the
case indicates foster home treatment or wilful neglect of the
child on the part of the parent, referral is made to the
proper private or public social agency. The clinic is trying
a very Interesting experiment in an effort to provide the
classroom teacher with a better understanding of the social
factors involved in the child's behavior problem by having
one teacher release her teaching duties temporarily and come
into the clinic for a year's experience. This plan was start-
ed as an experiment last year and because of its fruitful re-
sults it is being further continued.
Another rather interesting project is being tried which
is bringing more closely to the attention of the classroom
teacher danger signals often presented by the child who
resorts to anti-social behavior. Dr.Allen, director of the
department of research, guidance and attendance, has provided
each teacher with a list of factors indicative of potential
social handicaps which will be checked for each pupil in the
school. The following is a copy of the list :
A. School Adjustment Factors
1. Overageness, 1 year or more
S. Attendance, 5 absences or more
3. Grades repeated, two or more
4. Subject Failures, in previous term, S or more
5. Consecutive Terms with Failing Marks, 2 or more

A* School Adjustment Factors (continued)
6, Intelligence Quotients (D or E)
7* Tardiness, 3 or more
8* Unexcused absences, 3 or more
B. Economic Factors
*1. Residence (Critical D.Area)
*2* Residence (I.R, Area)
3. Broken Home
4, Changes of Residence, 2 or more recent
*5« Mother Employed
*Check with Home Visitor
Name of Child
Results of all lists except those which score only two
or less will be kept, tabulated, and later reviewed with re-
spect to children who present future delinquent acts. If this
experiment proves successful, the classroom teacher will es-
pecially benefit as she becomes more and more aware of factors
leading toward anti-social behavior and she may be able to
fore-stall a crystallization of problems into delinquent be-
havior by helping the child remedy a particular problem as
it comes along*
The schools are also playing a part in the recreational
life of the young people of the community, especially with the
adolescent group. Other than club and sports activities
.
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directly relevant to the regular school program, the schools
sponsor "Y" groups which come under outside recreational
supervision© The schools also cooperate with the Youth Ser-
vice Committee of the Providence Civilian Defense Council in
having weekly dance programs. These dances for adolescents
are held weekly in six of the eight junior high schools# Plans
are being made to include other recreational activities along
with dancing, such as crafts, quiet games and so on to inter-
est the young people who prefer these other activities# This
idea was first started as a small community project under
different auspices and financially supported from various
sources, and it was to serve primarily as an experiment for
further planning# During the summer of 1942, a six-week in-
door program was started in four of the schools with four
paid directors. This program was first prompted by a feeling
of need to keep children occupied as mothers were working#
The groups that attended were small, partly due to the fact
that fewer mothers were working than had been expected and to
rather poor publicity. In the summer of 1943, the idea was
taken over by the group work division of the Providence Coun-
cil of Social Agencies under the direction of Mrs. Fields,
president of this division. There was greater interest in
the program than there had been the year before# Recreational
programs were sponsored in two of the junior high schools for
two nights each week during the summer. These dances served
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the fifteen to twenty year-olds and were attended hy an aver-
age of one hxindred fifty to two hundred each time. At the
end of the sninmer, the project was taken over financially hy
the Providence Civilian Defense Connell. A director,Mr.Bodga
has been appointed to direct the program.
AQ.
The Church;-
Delinquency also presents a challenge to the churches of
Providence. A large number of the delinquents studied by the
writer either attended church occasionally or regularly which
clearly reveals that the present programs of the churches are
not meeting the needs of all the young people who attend
services. An expansion of the young peoples* departments of
the churches seems Indicated. As churches are located In all
sections of the city, an extension of week-day programs might
be made. Other than as centers for religious meetings, the
churches could offer much In social development of adolescents
as well. Week-day recreational programs sponsored by the
churches would prove very helpful to many of the young people
of the community who are seeking ’*wholesome fun? The Roman
Catholic church In Providence maintains a school for delin-
quent girls. The House of the Good Shepherd, to which many
children. Catholic and Protestant, are sent by the Juvenile
court. There are church homes for dependent children who are
In some cases In danger of becoming delinquent, such as the
Saint Mary’s Home for Children, maintained by the Episcopal
if-
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Diocese, and the Angel Gnardian Home, maintained by the Roman
Catholic Church.
Group TTork Agencies t"
Despite the expansion of the school and church programs,
the average child spends more time away from these school and
church institutions than in them. Added supplementary activi-
ties for the energetic adolescent must be provided. As more
and more mothers go into defense work, children find less and
less Incentive to stay in the home during leisure time. Added
tensions resulting from ”war hysteria" demand expression.
Active participation in organized group activity may prove
satisfactory outlets for some of this tension. There follows
a list of agencies offering group work services to adolescent
girls in Providence.
Federal Hill House
400 Atwells Avenue
Group activities Include club s, classes , athletic
and other special interest groups. In cooperation
with other agencies, library services and health
clinics are offered.
Membership fees :
11-14 years
- Jl*20 a year
15-17 years
-
|l.80 a year
17 and over - $3.00 a year
Members may participate in most activities of
the agency without further charge.
Jewish Community Center
65 Benefit Street
Provides an extensive social, recreational, and edu-
cational program through clubs, classes, interest
groups, and mass program. Membership fees required
but free or part scholarships are granted.
Membership Pees:
13— 16 years —$1.50 a year
16— 18 years —$2.00 a year
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Jewish Community Center (concluded)
Members may participate in most activities of the
agency without further charge.
John Hope Community Association
16 Pratt Street
Exists primarily to serve the recreational needs of
the Negro Citizens of Providence. Provides meeting
rooms for community organizations and carries on a
dally activities program for young boys and girls,
service men and other adults.
Membership fee- $1.00 per year
Program is in its early stages and subject to
change
.
Nickerson House
121-133 Delaine Street
Settlement work meets community social needs through
drama, music, dancing, crafts, and social clubs, and
in the School of Home Training through classes in
cooking, sewing and weaving.
No agency membership fee.
Young Women* s Christian Association
54 Jackson Street
Group Work program for Teen age girls, employed young
women and home women. Classes in homemaking, sports,
physical activities, and recreational programs.
Membership Pees:
15«18 years: 25 cents annual Y.W.C.A. plus club
dues varying from 5^ a meeting to 25^ a semester.
Catholic Youth Organization
25 Penner Street
Provides religious, recreational, cultural and social
activities for youths between the ages of 10 and 26.^
Many of the boys* organizations sponsor many coed activi-
ties from time to time. Included in this group would be the
three Boys^ Clubs and the Young Men*s Christian Association#
The younger girls groups are served by the Camp Pi re Girlj
and the Girl- Scouts.
.1,Providence Council of Social Agencies, ^ ,
. Directory of Heoreational Hesources in Providence. R.I.,
1913^4-?.
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The writer was able to secure from the Providence Council
of Social Agencies statistics of membership in most of the
group work agencies for the last four years. The writer was
unable to secure statistics showing only adolescent girls*
participation in groups. However, Table ZXI does show that
there has been an almost constant decline in membership of
the seventeen-yeaivold group (younger groups also), in organ«
ized group work activities#
TABLE XXI
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP IH GROUP WORK ACTIVITIES
OP THE THREE BOYS ’CLUBS, FEDERAL HILL HOUSE, GIRLS* CITY CLUB
,
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE, JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER, NICKERSON
,
AND THE Y.M.C.A. AND Y.W.C.A.
Year Membership Membership Under
18 years
1940 19,436 10,511
1941 19,469 9,647
1942 18,932 9,937
1943 16,932 9,298
The group work agencies included in this table represent
more than 80 per cent of the membership of persons in all
group work in Providence.
Serving the younger age group. Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
and Campfire Girls, had a rather marked drop in attendance in
1940 to 1942 but a sharp increase in membership in 1943, This
increase in membership might have been due to increased
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participation by the groups in the war effort,-* salvage
drives and so ono Especially among young boys who are trying
to imitate older brother in the service much satisfaction is
gained from activities directly connected with the war effort*
Table UII gives the membership of this younger group in
organizations that serve them alone*
TABLE XZII
MEMBERSHIP IH BOY SCOUTS*, GIRL SCOUTS*
AED CAMPFIRE GIRLS
Year
1941
1942
1943
Membership
5,203
5,167
5,686
Influence of the war has caused various changes in the
staff in those group work agencies but very little loss in
momentum has resulted* Group work agencies have adjusted
their programs in accord with the war such as activities for
service men, offering more variety in club activities and so o|i
Changes in the program of Federal Hill House are rather indic-
ative of the general trend in changes in other group work
agencies* Mr* Traficante, director of this settlement house
that serves the Italian population, reported that the same
type of program was being carried on with added variety* In
this settlement, the adolescent can find an activity to occupy
his time almost every afternoon and evening. This settlement
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is offering additional activities such as the Junior Hed
Cross, Junior Aerial Club, defense food classes, more athletic
activities and so on. The war has necessitated the omission
of the photography group. But the war emergency has not
resulted in any fundamental changes in any of the group work
agencies.
The Federal Hill House has played a rather unique part
in delinquency prevention in the Federal Hill district. Since
1939, first offenders with residence in the Federal Hill dis-
trict who have come to the attention of the police are referre L
to the boys* worker of this settlement. From 1939-1941 such
referrals were made through the Community Advisory Council.
This council was patterned after the Big Brothers* idea which
proved so successful in Hew York City. This council was made
up of a group of social workers who received referrals from
the police department of boys committing their first offenses
and it was to serve as a **shock absorber" between the police
and the court* Although the council which was organized on
an experimental basis was successful, its services terminated
in 1941 but referrals from the police department continued to
be made to the settlement house. As the police department has
decreased in personnel, the number of referrals has decreased.
These referrals which were formerly made every two weeks were
immediately followed up by the boys' worker who attempted to
get the offender into active group participation. An extension

of this plan might prove very successful to offenders among
girls as well as boys. Closer cooperation in such a way be-
tween the police department and group work agencies might
result in "saving" an offender before he is"branded " as a
delinquent
o
The settlement houses are working further to help reduce
delinquency among boys by having the offenders report to the
probation counselors who come weekly to the settlement houses.
Such a plan keeps the offender from having to go down town to
see his counselor and also familiarizes him with the workings
of the settlement house. A similar plan for girl offenders
might prove equally helpful.
Monthly meetings of the group work division of the Prov-
idence Council of Social Agencies leads toward helping the
various agencies in cooperating with each other and supple-
menting each other’s activities. Thus, together, these agen-
cies discuss the large problem of juvenile delinquency and
plan Jointly programs for helping to alleviate this problem.
Case Work Agencies :
-
Group work agencies aim toward satisfying the normal
drives of adolescents and special problems of this age group
are being left more and more to case work agencies. As has
already been indicated in this project, many of the girl de-
linquents studied were from homes having numerous contacts
with various social agencies—both public and private. The
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extent that social case work agencies have helped in the
prevention and treatment of delinquency cannot be ascertained^
However, these agencies do play a vital part in many situa-
tions involving adolescent problems.
5’ollowing is a list of agencies dealing primarily with
problems of children:
H. I. Children* 5 friend Society
this agency gives assistance in all problems con-
cerning children except those which Involve wilful
neglect and abuse. Any agency or private individual
may refer children of all ages from birth to twenty-
one years, either boys or girls, of any creed or race.
Each child’s problem is considered individually, and
a plan worked out which enables the child to stay in
his own home if possible; otherwise he is placed in
a supervised foster home.
Children’s Heart Association
,
Inc., Rhode Island
fhe purpose of this Association is to supervise and
control the medical and social care of children who
have been afflicted with rheumatic or congenital
heart disease.
Emma Pendleton B:radley Home
A hospital of 66 oeds for children up to 12 years of
age who are of normal intelligence. Patients re-
ferred by practicing physicians for the study and
treatment of neurological and behavior disorders.
Infantile Paralysis Foundation
Provides p}^siotherapy treatments at home and at
hospital clinics for children under 18 years of age.
Jewish Family and Children* 8 Service
A merged family and child care agency which provides
a professional help and guidance by skilled social
workers to Jewish families and children in need of
assistance.
Society for Prevention of Cmelty to Children
State-wide agency providing case work service to
children under 18 years of age, exposed to or living
under conditions harmful to them. In Providence, a
specialized child protective service is maintained*
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Child Gnldanoe Clinlo
1
Children from families with income of $3,000 ' •
or less per year, presenting problems of behavior i
or personality are examined and treated either by !
the clinic staff or by referral to the appropriate
agency.
Catholic Charities Bureau
In addition to family services, child caring pro-
gram for Catholics is carried out.
Division of CMld Welfare-Department of Public Welfare
ialn function Is placing out children committed as
dependent and neglected through the courts. ^
There have been no outstanding modifications in the vai>-
ious programs of these agencies as a result of the war emer-
gency other than a staff "turnover" in many situations and a
reduction of staff members in some cases which necessarily
has caused case workers to work under Increased pressures as
a result of enlarged case loads.
Police Department !"
In a consideration of community facilities for dealing
with the problem of delinquency, the police department cannot
be overlooked.
"There are some points at which the police can
function more efficiently than any other agency be-
cause they are on the first line of defense, in touch
with the entire conmninity at all times of the day and
night. They learn of problem cases, truants and run-
aways long before courts and social agencies become
aware of them and before delinquent tendencies are
deeply laid. It is generally conceded that the
function of the police in relation to these cases is
diagnostic rather than corrective. They cannot do
1, Providence Council of Social Agencies,
Directory of Social Agencies in Rhode Island-1945
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Intensive case work over long periods of time. • •
but they can locate cases which need treatment and
refer them to the proper agency. . .The Police also
have definite duties to perform in supervision of
places of commercial recreation, such as dance halls
amusement parks and theaters." ^
To cope with the problem of increasing delinquencies
among girls, the Providence Police Department now includes
three full time policewomen, one of them very recently added.
One policewoman works during the day and the other two at
night. The policewomen make routine visits to cafes, dance
halls, night clubs, and other places where girls may be in
trouble. Many of the offenders coming to the attention of the
policewomen are taken to the police station for further ques-
tioning and later release, to the parents of the girls. Girls
who are found continually falling to obey the laws are re-
ferred by the police to the juvenile court. The present
police system fails to provide adequately for referral of
offenders to social work agencies. If more of these offenders
could come to the attention of case work agencies sooner,
children might be helped to overcome their problems before it
proves necessary to commit them to a correctional institution
by a court order.
The work of the police department has greatly suffered afl
a result of large numbers of policemen entering the armed
1. Helen Pigeon, Probation and Parole in Theory and Practice ,
pp. ^1-22.
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Service So Due to the manpower shortage, the city council
of Providence is considering lowering qualifications for
becoming a policeman from two years of high school to a
grade school education. Lessened educational standards
will probably result in less effective work of the police
department^
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CHAPTER 17
opinions on coiMnniTY leaders as to exteht op DEiinQUEncY
AITOnC ADOIESCEITT CIRLS in PROYIDEnCE AnD PITTURE STEPS POR
REDUGinO DELINQUEnCY RATE
Children' a CoTirt Bill
Growing community consciousness concerning the
problem of juvenile delinquency in Providence has tended to
crystallize primarily around efforts to obtain the passage
of a children's court bill for the entire state of Rhode
Island, Prom time to time, various bills have been intro-
duced in the legislature for the establishment of a chil-
dren's court, but continually such bills had been defeated.
The Junior League of Providence, Inc,, an active civic organ-
ization of women, took juvenile delinquency as its main
project for the year and has continually attempted to bring
to the attention of the citizens-at-large the need of a
separate state children's court, Mrs, Holton Horton, pres-
ident of this group, in a symposium in the Providence Evening
Bulletin said, '77e feel that the establishment of such a
court is a necessary first step in coping with the problem
of youthful delinquents." Other similar views were given by
other leading citizens of Providence. Mr. James Hanley,
Superintendent of Schools, said, "The primary purpose of a
Children's Court is to apply all the science and care we
possess to help young offenders," The President of the
.V
Children's Friend Society said, " I find that it is univer-
sally true that those people who are actively engaged in
social work with children and in whose judgment I rely are
unanimously of one mind that Rhode Island should follow the
lead of almost all the other states in the Union in setting
up a State-wide Juvenile Court.” Mr. Woodward of Rhode
Island State College, voiced the opinion that the best way
to reduce the cost of apprehending and controlling criminals
is to eliminate the conditions which make them, to stop the
flow of crime at its source* Much emphasis is being placed
upon the type of set-up of such a court. Mr. Arthur Ruggles,
Superintendent of Butler Hospital, felt that associated with
the judges of the court should be well trained personnel to
investigate the children's mental abilities and disabilities,
with an understanding of their behavior patterns and re-
lationships of social factors in the production of delin-
quency. Mr. Richard Lief, Executive Secretary of the Rhode
Island Department of Christian Social Relations and Episcopal
City Mission, remarked that "a combination of socially-
minded juvenile judges, well trained social workers, psy-
chiatrists and probation officers will go a long way toward
helping our youth make adjustments and promoting the general
welfare of our community.” Mr. Uelson Alexander ,Administra-
tor of Volunteer Office, OCD, further added that a Children's
Court would not itself prevent delinquency, but would insure
a scientific approach, and would not throw children before
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12 District Courts which might result in 12 different in-
1
terpretations in disposing of similar offenses.
Results of community feeling concerning the establish-
ment of a Children's Court was evidenced by the passage of the
bill unanimously in the Senate and by a large majority in
the House of Representatives.
Causes for Increase :-
The writer Interviewed various community leaders
in an effort to determine their feelings concerning the
causes of the increase in delinquency among girls and the
possible future steps that might be taken by the community
to reduce the delinquency rate. Included in the group inter-
viewed was, the Executive Director of the Young Women's
Christian Association, Chairman of the Recreational Defense
Council, Assistant Director of the Jewish Community Center,
Executive Director of the Rhode Island Children's Friend
Society, Director of the School Attendance Department, Exec-
utive Director of Federal Hill House, Director of John Hope
House, and the Case Work Supervisor of the division of
Probation and Parole of the State Department of Social Wel-
fare. Table ZXIII shows the opinions of these persons as
to causes in the increase in girl delinquency.
1. The Evening Bulletin
,
Section II, p.l, March 2, 1944.

TABLE mil
opinions AS TO CAUSES OP THE inCREASE in CIRI DELIlIQlIEnCY
Cause number
Lessened Supervision in the Home 8
Emplo 3nn©nt of young people facilitated 4
"Lure of the Uniform" 2
War "Hysteria" 1
Girls working later hours 1
Lack of moral and religious training 1
Increase in distribution of "questionable" literature
and "poor" movies 1
Lack of adequate recreational facilities 1
Lack of normal companionship with home-town boys 1
Heightened aggressive tendencies due to young people
trying to pattern after siblings in the Armed
Services where certain aggressive acts win
commendation 1
Concentration of much activity in down-town area 1
Expression of old problems facilitated 1
It is Interesting to note that this entire group of
community leaders considered lessened supervision in the
home as one of the primary causes for the present delinquency
rate. Various reasons were given for this seeming"breakdown"
in home life such as fathers and brothers being in the Armed
Services, mothers working outside the home, and parental re-
jection. Parental supervision lacks existing before the War
have merely become greater since the war. Five of the group
felt that the facilitation of the emplosrment of young people
was significant. However, the director of the School Attend-
ance Department questioned the effect of child employment upon
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the delinquency rise. He seemed to feel that many children
gained security by being able to earn their own money,
security that is denied them from other sources. The Chair-
man of the Recreational Defense Committee felt that the mere
concentration of much activity in the down-town area of
Providence was a great attraction to young people. One
person felt that the lack of normal companionship with
home-town boys was a very Important cause. She felt that
girls, sixteen and seventeen years of age normally tended
to be attracted to older boys and since the older boys have
been drafted into the Armed Services, girls of this age
become friendly with service men from near-by camps, as
other boys in this age group are not available. One person
felt that adolescents who are still in the ”hero worship”
period gain much satisfaction from attempting to pattern
their activities after brothers or sisters in the Armed
Services whose aggressive acts win wide commendation. He
felt that this cause was more outstanding among boys than
among girls.
Future Steps : -
Opinions of this same group as to further steps
to be taken by the community are listed in Table ZZIY.
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TABLE ZXIY
FURTHER STEPS TC BE TAKEN BY COIMUITITY IN
AN EFFORT TO REDUCE GIRL DELINQUENCY
Further Steps Numher
Expansion of Recreation Program for 8
Adolescents
Better Police Protection 2
Children's Court 2
Parental Education 3
Less Publicity of Delinquency 2
More School Home Visits 1
Earlier Recognition of Emotional Maladjustment
of Adolescents 2
Extension of Psychiatric Assistance to More
Problem Adolescents 1
The consensus of opinion seemed to be that more
leisure time activities should be planned for adolescents,
thus helping to relieve the effects of lessened supervision
in the home. Three of the persons expressed the feeling
that such recreational facilities should be scattered through-
out all the small areas of Providence, thus reducing central-
ization of activity for adolescents in the down-tovm district.
Six persons felt that the schools should play a very prominent
part in the extension of such facilities as the schools alread;’
have proper facilities for such a program. Practically all
the schools of Providence do have gymnasiums and equipment
for active sports. One person felt very strongly that an
expanded recreational program should include much physical
activity, and that the competitive element should play a
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strong part. Competitive sports help individuals release
aggressive tensions. The director of the School Attendance
Department felt that an after-school recreational program
should be based on the expressed interests of adolescents.
If the young people want skating rinks, they should have
more places to skate. One person felt that the school
teachers should play a part in the direction of such a pro-
gram due to the limted number of trained group work leaders.
Expansion of recreational programs in group work agencies
was also suggested. One person felt that the churches should
play an important role in the field of supervised recreation
in addition to these other agencies. Two persons felt that
there should be a better control of conditions of adolescents
frequenting cafes, bars, street alleys, questionable boarding
houses by the addition of more police women. It was suggested
that having police women refer cases to social agencies might
forestall some delinquencies. Only two persons suggested
that the children's court might help reduce delinquencies
by reducing recidivism. In the past, newspapers have often-
times "played up" delinquent offenses. Two persons re-
commended that publicity of this sort should either be
omitted or made less "glamorous" by the press. One of these
persons suggested that the adolescent's craving for excite-
ment was further increased by reading about delinquent
offenses. Parental education was recommended by some.
The present P.T.A. organization fails to reach the homes
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of delinquent children and thus, several persons reconmended
that other types of adult group activities he extended to
reach small neighborhood groups such as expansion of settle-
ment programs for adult group participation. Some of the
other suggested steps for the community were:more school
home visits, earlier recognition of emotional maladjustment
among children, and extension of psychiatric assistance to
more problem children*
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CHAPTER V
COHCLHSIOUS AJSD RECOMMENDATIONS
The Btatlstlcal study of adolescent girl probationers of
Providence, Rhcde Island, included in this research project,
does not reveal that the war emergency has created any sig-
nificantly new problems. A large percentage of adolescent
girls coming into court since the entrance of the United
States into the war has come from broken homes, poor neighbor*
'hoods, large families which have had lax home training as was
true of the girls placed on probation before the war. In both
groups studied, most of the offenders were in the "in-between"
group as to age with respect to siblings. A larger number of
younger children came into court after the beginning of the
war which does not necessarily indicate that young children
are committing offenses but may only indicate that more child-
ren are coming into court before they get into serious diffi-
culty.
In both groups a small percentage of parents of offenders
had court records, with a larger percentage of siblings of
offenders with court records. Most of the girls studied were
bom in Providence while all the other offenders were bom in
other sections of the United States. A very small percentage
of parents in both groups were foreign-born with a somewhat
I
larger ntimber in the second group.
As to academic progress, a larger percentage of girls
coming before the courts after the outbreak of the war had
made satisfactory school progress. However, many offenders
in the second group were truantlng from school. As to rec-
reational interests, about one-third of the offenders before
the war was reported as having no special interest as compared
with about one-fourth in the group of offenders after the war#
In both groups, a large percentage did not participate in any
organized recreational group# A large percentage of- offenders
in both groups were known to many social agencies.
Providence schools have intensified their efforts to deal
with the increased tensions of adolescents by adding three
additional attendance officers to the School Attendance De-
partment, by bringing more children into the School Clinic for
Children's Problems and by extending its recreational program#
Many of the group work agencies of Providence are reaching
fewer and fewer adolescent boys and girls because of adoles-
cents going into the Armed Services and because of increased
employment of adolescents. However, most of the group work
agencies are carrying on the same type of program as before
the war but with added variety. The majority of the case
work agencies in Providence have not made any modification in
their agency program as a result of the war emergency although
some of the agencies are suffering from a staff " turnover."
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To cope with the increase in girl delinquency, the police de-
partment has three policewomen, one of whom has recently been
added*
Community consciousness as to the problem of delinquency
among girls has been clearly revealed by the public's interest
to have the Children's Court Bill passed* The group of com-
munity leaders interviewed by the writer felt that the primary
cause of the increase in’ girl delinquency was due to lessened
supervision in the home and that then the facilitation of the
employment of young people was also a significant factor*
This s€UDe group of leaders felt that the community should ex-
tend its recreational facilities in an effort to cope with
the increased delinquency rate* Several felt that there
should be better police protection, less publicity about
delinquency, a better program of parental education and an
earlier recognition of emotional maladjustment of adolescents.
The findings of the research project seem to substantiate
the following suggestions:
1* An earlier recognition of behavior problems by
school teachers, thus an earlier referral to the
School Clinic for Children's Problems or to an
outside social agency if such a referral seems
Indicated.
2* An extension of the present program of Parent-
Teachers Association to include more parents of
the low economic group*
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3, Added use of school hxillding for recreation for
adolescents including opening school buildings
for games and entertainment on week-day evenings*
4, Increased effort on the part of settlement housei
to reach more of the parents of problem children*
5, Added church young people *s groups including
more recreational opportunities*
6o Increased salaries for policemen and policewomen,
(thus making possible the raising of educational
together with experience requirements for police
personnel)
*
7* Central registration of girls coming before the
various police stations*
8* Better records of investigations made and work
done by the police department*
9* A separate probation officer to handle cases
of adolescent girl probationers*
10* A larger staff of visiting teachers*
Approved,
{ CJLJi
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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APPEin)IX

QUESTIOMAIRE
To
Various Coiainunlty Leaders
1* What do you feel have been the most influential factors
affecting the increase in delinquency among girls
(ages 7*18) in this community ?
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
2, What further steps should be taken by this community in
an effort to reduce the delinquency rate among girls?
1 .
2 .
3.
*3. What modifications have been made in your agency^ s program
as a result of the present, war emergency?
*4* How have these modifications affected your work with
adolescent girls (whether delinquent or not) ?
^Questions apply only to those directly connected with a
social agency®

Schedule
Name: Birthdate: Race:
Address:
Nature of Offense:
Disposition of Offense:
Referred by:
Education: I.Q. • Health Status:
Religion: Recreational Interests:
Chjeotlonable Conduct of Offender:
Nxunber of Siblings: Position as to Age of Offender
In Relation to Siblings:
Parents:
Birthplace:
Marital Status:
Employment:
Education:
Father: Mother:
Court Record of Members of Family: Parents: Siblings:
Type of Home Training:
Physical Home Conditions:
Neighborhood:
Interested Social Agencies:
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